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Abstract 

This paper takes into account the influence of the different impedances of distribution lines on power distribution among inverters 
when the inverters are paralleled with the droop control method. The impact of distribution lines on the power distribution of inverters 
can be divided into two aspects. Firstly, since the distributed generators are in low voltage grids, there is resistive impedance in the 
distribution lines, which will cause control coupling and reduce system stability. The virtual negative resistive impedance of inverters 
is adopted in this paper to neutralize the resistive element of distribution lines and thus make the distribution line impedance purely 
inductive. Secondly, after solving the resistive impedance problem, the difference in the inductive impedance value of distribution 
lines due to the low density of distributed generators will cause an unequal share of reactive power. With regards to this problem, 
modification is put forward for the droop control strategy to share the reactive power equally. The feasibility of the design is validated 
by simulation and experimental results. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
N Number of parallel inverters 
M Modulation ratio of an inverter 
 n      1,…, N 
PCC Point of Common Coupling 
SVG Static Var Generator 
DG Distributed Generation 
DS Distributed Storage  Output active power of the nth inverter  Output reactive power of the nth inverter  Magnitude (RMS value) of the nth inverter’s output 
voltage  Magnitude (RMS value) of the nth inverter’s output 
current  Frequency of the nth inverter’s output voltage  Voltage on the distribution line connected to the nth 
inverter  Magnitude (RMS value) of the voltage at the PCC  Frequency of the voltage at the PCC  Angle difference between the nth inverter’s output 

voltage and the inverter at the PCC  Gradient of the active power – frequency droop control 
method 
   Gradient of the reactive power – magnitude droop 
control method  Angle difference between the output voltage and the 
current of the nth inverter  Resistance in the distribution line connected to the nth 
inverter  Inductance in the distribution line connected to the nth 
inverter   Inductance of the nth inverter’s low-pass LC filter   Capacitance of the nth inverter’s low-pass LC filter   Resistance in series with    Instantaneous value of the nth inverter’s line voltage   Instantaneous value of the nth inverter’s line current  Proportional coefficient of the nth inverter’s PI 
controller   Integral coefficient of the nth inverter’s PI controller   Resistance of the load paralleling with     Inductance of the load paralleling with    Rated value of X  Value of X at the steady state point   Small-signal perturbation of X 
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 ∗ Reference value of X ̇ Vector X () Value of X after the kth time iteration 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Parallel connection is an important method of power 

distribution. The control methods of parallel inverters can be 
divided into parallel connections with control interconnections 
and without control interconnections. In a parallel inverter 
system with control interconnections, the control methods of the 
power distribution include the master slave mode, central type 
and wraparound type [1]-[3]. Their advantage lies in the rapid 
power sharing speed. However, they also have disadvantages. 
The cost of system manufacturing is high due to the control 
interconnections, and they are easily affected by high frequency 
interference since the control interconnection lines are quite 
long in the application of distributed power generation. The 
control method without control interconnections is the droop 
control method. Since the output voltage reference is produced 
by the parallel inverter itself, control interconnections are not 
necessary. This reduces the system manufacturing costs and 
avoids the interference from the control interconnection lines 
[4], [5]. However, one of its disadvantages is that as the load 
becomes different, a shift of voltage may occur. The authors of 
[6], [7] have researched this disadvantage. Another 
disadvantage is that because the power sharing mechanism is in 
a power loop outside the voltage loop, the power sharing speed 
is slow. This defect can be resolved by having the differential 
and integral processing of the power carried out in the droop 
control method [8].   

In recent years, since renewable energy resources and 
distributed power generation have become widely used, the 
distance between inverters and load has become varied. Thus 
the characteristics of the distribution lines has to be taken into 
account, which brings new problems to the droop control 
method. The impact of distribution lines has two different cases.  

Firstly, since generators with inverters are in a low voltage 
grid, there is a resistive impedance in the distribution line, which 
will cause control coupling. This in turn affects the dynamic 
response and reduces system stability. Secondly, the difference 
in the value of the distribution lines’ inductive impedance due to 
the low density of the distributed generators will cause an 
unequal share of reactive power. 

[9] considered the effect of the line impedance in parallel 
inverters. However, how the line impedance affects power 
distribution had not been realized thoroughly, so the proposed 
method is complex and the results were not perfect. Methods 
which increase the output impedance of each parallel inverter 
were proposed in [10]-[12] to ignore the influence of the 
distribution lines. These methods are simple and practical, but 
they reduce the response time of systems. An improved droop 
controller was proposed in [13] to achieve accurate power 
sharing by introducing the PCC’s voltage feedback. However, 

in practice, it is difficult to measure the PCC’s voltage since the 
distribution lines may be long. Methods of rotating the droop 
control coordinates were adopted in [14], [15] to decouple the 
active and reactive control. These control methods can resolve 
the problems caused by the resistance in distribution lines. 
However, it cannot share power equally when the resistive 
components in every distribution line are different.    

To solve the coupling problem caused by the resistance in 
distribution lines, a control method is proposed to make the 
equivalent output impedance of the inverter negatively resistive, 
the value of which is identical to the resistance in the 
distribution line connected to the inverter. As a result, the 
overall impedance on the distribution lines can be treated as 
pure inductive, which means that the control coupling caused by 
the resistance in distribution lines no longer exists. The problem 
is then transformed into a condition where the distribution line is 
characterized by pure inductance. However, differences in the 
impedance value result in unequal sharing of the reactive power 
even when the inverters are using the same droop control 
method. A modified droop control method, in which the output 
reactive power of each inverter is related to the voltage at the 
PCC instead of the voltage at the inverter output terminal, with 
the proposed indirect voltage control method to equally 
distribute the reactive power. The voltage at the PCC is unique. 
As a result, the reactive power can be equally shared when the 
parallel inverters are using the same modified droop control 
method. 

II. MODIFICATION OF THE DROOP CONTROL 
STRATEGY TO SOLVE THE COUPLING ISSUE 

 

A. Coupling Caused by Resistance in Distribution 
Lines 

DGs and loads are widely distributed, but generally they are 
connected to one bus through distribution lines. Because there 
is a long distance from the bus, the voltage drop on the bus can 
be neglected when compared with the voltage drop on the 
distribution lines. Therefore, it can be that every inverter is 
connected to the PCC though the distribution line [16]-[18]. 
The circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. The schematic diagram of N inverters supplying power 
through distribution lines. 
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The output active power and reactive power of the arbitrary 
nth inverter are [19]: 
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If the generators are in a transmission network, 2 is 
much larger than . Therefore,  is approximately equal to 
π/2. As a result, (1) can be simplified as (2). 
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It can be obtained from (2) that the active power is 
proportional to the voltage angle difference and the reactive 
power is proportional to the voltage magnitude difference, 
considering that  is generally quite small, sin  ≈ , and cos  ≈ 1 . Considering that the angle difference can be 
adjusted by the frequency, the two control closed loops, 
namely the droop control method, can be formed to distribute 
the active and reactive power, respectively, which can be 
expressed as (3). In the droop control method for an arbitrary 
nth inverter, the relationship between the power and voltage 
frequency as well as the magnitude references are shown in Fig. 
2[20]. 
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In that condition, when the reactive power changes, the 
amplitude of the voltage also changes, which will affect the 
active power. However, this is a one-way influence that can be 
solved by using a reactive power compensator, such as a SVG. 

However, with the development of distributed generation, 
there are more and more generators in the power distribution 
network, in which  cannot be neglected. If the droop control 
method of (3) is adopted, it can be seen from (1) that the change 
of phase angle influences not only the active power but also the 
reactive power. Similarly, the change of the magnitude 
difference also influences both the active power and the reactive 
power. As a result, the coupling makes the transient process 
slow and reduces the system stability. Therefore the 
predetermined target cannot be reached through the droop 
control method. 

 

B. The Application of Virtual Negative Resistive 
Impedance in the Droop Control Method 

According to the analysis above, it is  that impacts the 
control effect. Therefore, the basic idea to solve this problem is 
to cancel out  in the equivalent circuit by changing the 
output impedance of the nth inverter into -. To realize this 
control target, the original output impedance of the inverter has 
to be studied first. 

In a parallel inverter system, the control and main circuits of 
one parallel branch are shown in Fig. 3. It can be seen that there 
are two control loops in the control circuit. The outer loop is 
the droop control, the aim of which is to obtain the voltage 
reference, and the inner loop is the voltage loop, the aim 
of which is to output the voltage following its reference. 
For the voltage loop, three PI controllers are used for each phase. 
The block diagram of “Sine Wave Generator” can be expressed 
as: 
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The main and control circuit block diagram of the three-phase 

inverter is shown in Fig. 4[10] to obtain the output impedance. 
The outer loop is ignored while observing the output impedance, 
because the output impedance is irrelevant to the change of the 
voltage reference. 

According to Fig. 4, the closed loop voltage gain G and output 
impedance Zo of the nth inverter can be obtained as: 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 2. The schematic diagram of the droop control method (a) 
Active-frequency droop control (b) Reactive- magnitude droop 
control 
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According to (4), the equivalent circuit of the inverter 
connected to the distribution line can be obtained and is shown 
in Fig. 5. 

In Fig. 5, the equivalent output impedance Zo is 
approximately inductive at the power frequency and its 

amplitude can be neglected when compared with that of the 
distribution line. A modified control method for the inverters is 
proposed to change the equivalent output impedance, shown in 
Fig. 6. 

At this time, the equivalent output impedance of the nth 
inverter is:  
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In order to make the modified equivalent output impedance 

resistive and to ensure that the value is equal to that of the 
distribution line at the power frequency (50Hz), it is assumed 
that: 

               100|og s j nZ Rp= = -              (6) 
Substitute (6) into (5) to obtain the expression of α and β in 

fig. 5: 
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Where: 
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2 * 50w p=  
After being modified according to Fig. 6, the equivalent 

circuit is shown in Fig. 7. 
It can be seen from Fig. 7 that the equivalent circuit has 

changed so that the inverters supply power to the load through a 
purely inductive distribution line. Thus the coupling caused by 
the resistive part of the distribution line no longer exists. As a 
result, the droop control method can still be adopted to distribute 
power.  

Usually, an inner current loop is added in the control strategy. 
In that situation, the intrinsic inertial element, 1  + ⁄ , 
will change into a smaller inertial element with a higher cutoff 
frequency. As a result, the dynamic performance of the inverter 
is improved. The form of an equivalent circuit with the current 
loop is similar to Fig. 4, and the procedure for obtaining the 
negative resistive impedance is the same as that introduced in 
this section. 

After cancelling the resistive part of the distribution line, the 
inductive impedance value difference of the distribution lines 
due to the low density of the distributed generators and the 
different lengths will cause an unequal share of the reactive 
power when the traditional droop control method is adopted. 
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Fig. 3. The schematic diagram of one parallel inverter adopting the 
droop control method. 
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Fig. 5. The equivalent circuit of inverters supplying power through 
resistive and inductive distribution line. 
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Fig. 7. The equivalent circuit of an parallel branch (a) The output 
impedance of the nth inverter is characterized by negative 
resistance (b) The equivalent circuit after the cancellation between 
virtual impedance and distribution line resistance 

 

III. MODIFICATION OF THE DROOP CONTROL 
STRATEGY TO SOLVE THE POWER SHARING 

ISSUE 
A. Influence of Different Inductances of Distribution 

Lines on the Power Sharing of Parallel Inverters 
After solving the coupling problem caused by  , the 

distribution lines can be considered to be pure inductive, that is  = 0Ω , and the output power of the inverters can be 
expressed as (2): 
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This can be obtained through Fig.1 
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When the parallel system is in the steady state, all of the 
parameters in (6) are constant. This means that  in (7) is 
constant. Thus it can be obtained by: 

            1 N Lf f f= = =L                (8) 

This indicates that the output voltage frequencies of all the 
inverters are identical in steady state. If the droop control 
method in (2a) is used in every inverter, (9) can be derived after 
substituting (8) into (2-a). 

             1 2 NP P P= = =L               (9) 
The above analysis is independent of the impedance 

amplitude of the distribution lines. This demonstrates that when 
the distribution lines of the inverters are different in size and the 
same droop control strategy is adopted, the active power is still 
equally distributed.  

 
Fig. 8. The Q-U relationships of control and main circuits. 

 

 
Fig. 9. The modified Q-U droop control method. 

 
It can be seen from (2-b) that when the impedances of the 

distribution lines are different, supposing N=2 and L1>L2, the 
relationship between the reactive power and the inverter output 
voltage is shown as Fig. 8. It can be seen from Fig. 8 that when 
the impedance of the distribution lines is different, the two 
inverters have two different steady working points. This 
indicates that when the two inverters adopt the same droop 
control method, their output reactive power are not equal and 
the one with a larger distribution line impedance outputs a lower 
reactive power. 

 

B. Modification of the Reactive-Magnitude Droop 
Control Method 

It can be seen from Fig. 1 that two inverters are connected to 
the same point (PCC) through the distribution lines. Therefore, 
the control strategy of the droop control method is changed from 
obtaining the inverter’s output voltage magnitude reference to 
obtaining the PCC’s voltage magnitude reference on the basis of 
the reactive power. The control strategy can be shown in Fig. 9 
and the equation of the control circuit is: 
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Because the inverters are connected to the same terminal, as 
shown in Fig. 1, and use the same droop control method, 
expressed as (10), the voltage reference in the steady state is 
equal to its actual value. This can be expressed as: 

          * * *
1 2L L LN LU U U U= = = =L         (11) 

By substituting (11) into (10), it can be obtained that: 

             
1 2 NQ Q Q= = =L             (12) 

(12) indicates that if parallel inverters use the same modified 
droop control method, expressed as (10), and then realize the 
control target, expressed as (11), the output reactive power can 
be shared equally.  
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Fig. 10. Vector diagram of indirect voltage control. 

 

However, the voltage magnitude reference at the PCC cannot 
be used to control an inverter directly. Here a control method, 
namely indirect voltage control, is proposed to obtain the output 
voltage magnitude. The indirect voltage control can be 
expressed as (13), which is derived by the cosine law. 

     ( )2* *2 cos sinn Ln n n n n n nU U Z I Z Ij j= - +
  

(13) 

Next, a transient process is analyzed as an illustration of the 
indirect voltage control. In Fig. 10, when the system in Fig. 1 is 
in the original state, the voltage vectors ̇(), ̇() and ̇() 
form a triangle △OAB according to the KVL, in which ̇() 
is π 2  phase advance ̇(), and the length of ̇ is . 
Considering that the angle difference  is determined by the 
P-f droop control method, expressed as (2-a),  is assumed 
to be constant in the following transient process. 

Assuming that the magnitude of the PCC’s voltage ̇∗  is 
reduced to ⃑  by the modified droop control method in (10), 
a new triangle △OC’D is designed by knowing two sides and 
one angle, as shown in (14). 
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The third side ⃑  which can be derived by (13) is used as ̇∗(). A typical cosine low form with an iteration of (13) can 
be written as (15). 
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Then after the modulation of the voltage loop, the output 
voltage of the inverter ̇() is equal to its reference ̇∗(), and ̇(), U̇() and ̇() form a new triangle △ODE according 
to the KVL. It can be observed that ̇()  approaches its 
reference after one iteration. Then, ̇∗  and the renewed ̇() 
are used again to get ̇∗()  by using (15). After several 
iterations, ̇() will equal to ̇∗ , and the steady state △
OFC will eventually be realized. 
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Fig. 11. The control block diagram of modified Q-U droop control 
method. 

 
As can be seen from the above analysis, when the indirect 

voltage control method is used, during the transient process, the 
final reference of the output voltage magnitude ∗() cannot 
be derived at the beginning of the transient process. However, 
the introduced current closed loop can make the control system 
achieve the final target. 

The influence on the stability of the voltage loop after 
introducing the indirect voltage control is also theoretically 
analyzed. If it is assumed that the transfer function of the 
inverter output voltage loop can be expressed as (16), a 
first-order inertia process with the time constant T, the transfer 
function of the PCC voltage loop can be derived, which can be 
expressed as (17): 
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In which  = 2 ⁄  . 
The deduction of (17) is in Appendix I. From (17), it can be 

seen that introducing the indirect voltage control keeps the 
system stable, and since C and  in (17) are both close to 0, 
the time constant barely increases.  

The control block diagram of the modified Q-U droop 
control method with indirect voltage control is shown in Fig. 
11. 

When the distribution line is characterized by pure 
inductance but various in size, the active power is equally 
distributed, and the reactive power is not equally shared when 
the inverter is connected in parallel. This has been analyzed 
and a set of solutions has been put forward by the above 
analysis. 
 

IV. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION 
Two 10kVA parallel three phase inverters were taken as the 

experiment platform, and the main circuit was constructed as in 
Fig. 1. Both inverters used a DSP28335 as their central 
processing unit, and the switching frequency of the IGBTs is 
10kHz under normal operating conditions. The other 
parameters of the main and control circuit are shown in table I. 

 

A. Case 1 The traditional droop control method with 
SPWM 

 When the traditional droop control method is adopted, the 
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control block diagram is shown in Fig. 12. Under this control 
method, when the distribution lines are equal and without a 
resistance component, the output powers of each inverter are 
shown in Fig. 13. It can be seen that both the active and 
reactive powers are equally distributed under both light load 
and heavy load situations. 

 If the distribution lines are resistive-inductive, the power 
distribution situations are shown in Fig. 14. Fig. 14(a) shows 
the situation where the load increases to a heavy load, from 
which it can be observed that the active power and reactive 
power tend to be stable but the transient process is slower and 
the circulating current is larger when compared with the 
situation in Fig. 13. In Fig. 14(b), the disturbance is increased 
until the inverter is vibrated to stop when the inverter 
decreases from a heavy load to a light load. 

 

A. Case 2 The Traditional Droop Control Method with 
Virtual Negative Resistance Impedance Impedance 

In this case, the control block diagram is shown in Fig. 15.  
The output impedances, before and after the change, is 

shown in Fig. 16. Zo in Fig.16 refers to the output impedance 
when the control mode in Fig. 4 is adopted, and Zog refers to 
the output impedance when the control mode in Fig. 6 is 
adopted. It can be seen from the figure that when the line 
frequency is 50Hz, the Zo magnitude is -20dB and the phase 
angle is approximately 90 degrees. This indicates that when the 

normal voltage loop control is adopted, as shown in Fig. 4, the 
output impedance of the inverters is close to the series 
connection between the inductance and the resistance and is 
basically characterized by the inductance. The magnitude of 
Zog at line frequency 50Hz is 0dB and the phase angle is 180 
degrees. This indicates that the output impedance at this 

TABLE I 

SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENT PARAMETERS OF INVERTERS IN 
MAIN AND CONTROL CIRCUIT 

 L1(mH) 
CASE 1 & 2 : 

2.8 
CASE 3 : 0.8 

L2(mH) 2.8 

R1(W) 1 R2(W) 1 

kq1(V/Var) 5*10-3 kq2(V/Var) 5*10-3 

kp1(rad/W*s) 4*10-5 kp2(rad/W*s) 4*10-5 

Pr(W) 2000 Qr(W) 2000 

Rload(Ω) 
Light load: 25 
Heavy load: 8 

Lload(mH) 60 

ULr(V) 200 fr(Hz) 50 
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*
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*
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Fig. 12. The control block diagram of Case 1. 
 

Q1,Q2

P1,P2

 
Fig. 13. Power distribution when the distribution lines are 
characterized by pure equal inductances 

 
(a)  

 
(b)  

Fig. 14. Power distribution with resistances in distribution lines (a) 
The load increases from light to heavy (b) The load decreases from 
heavy to light. 
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frequency has changed to -1Ω which is equal to the resistive 
parts of the distribution line, listed in table I, in magnitude but 
opposite in direction. 

Fig. 17 shows the power sharing situation of the two 
inverters after the virtual negative resistive impedance is 
adopted. It can be seen from Fig. 17(a) that the power sharing 
effect is identical to the effect of the situation where the 
distribution line is characterized by pure inductance, as shown 
in Fig. 13. Fig. 17(b) shows that the control strategy changes to 
the droop control method with a virtual negative resistive 
impedance from the conventional droop control method at 10s. 
It can be seen from the figure that the disturbance in the output 
power disappears after the control strategy is switched. 

Fig. 18 shows the power distribution of the two inverters 
adopting only the droop control with a virtual negative resistive 
impedance when the distribution lines are resistive-inductive 
but with different values. Although the stability issue caused by 
the resistance in the distribution lines is eliminated, the 
problem of power sharing still exists. 

Fig. 18(a) shows the a phase currents of the two inverters, 
and Fig. 18(b) is the active power and reactive power of each 
inverter. It can be seen from table I that the same droop control 
curve is adopted by the two inverters. However, 18(a) shows 
that the two inverters do not share the same current. A clearer 
conclusion can be obtained from 18(b): the active power of the 
two inverters is not influenced by different inductance values. 
Because their droop control curves are identical, the active 
power is equally distributed. However, the reactive power is 
not equally distributed, and the reactive power of the inverter 
with a larger distribution line impedance is smaller. These 
conclusions are consistent with the analysis in III.A. 

 
 (a) 

 
 (b) 

Fig. 17.  Power sharing character under the droop control method 
with virtual negative resistive impedance (a) Power sharing when 
the load changes (b) Power sharing before and after the change of 
strategy. 

 

B. Case 3 The Modified Droop Control Method with 
Indirect Voltage Control and a Virtual Negative 
Resistive Output Impedance 

In this case, the control block diagram is shown in Fig. 19. In 
this figure, ∗ is formed by the traditional droop control and ∗  is formed by the modified droop control with indirect 
voltage control. After ∗  is derived by ∗  and ∗ , the 
virtual negative resistive impedance is applied in the voltage 
loop. 

First, the principle of the indirect voltage control is verified. 
Fig. 20 shows the transient process of the indirect voltage 
control by simulation. When the reactive load increases, U∗  
decreases, according to the droop control method. The blue and 
green curves in this figure show ∗  obtained by (13) and ∗  
obtained by (10), respectively. The cyan and red curves 
represent  and , respectively. It can be seen from Fig. 20 
that when ∗  decreases, ∗  also decreases, and  follows ∗  as   follows ∗ . The time constants of the two 
transient processes,  and , are basically the same as the 
former but slightly larger than the latter. This is consistent with 

Q1,Q2 

P1,P2 

P1,P2 

Q1,Q2 

*
llnvnP

nQ

*
nf

*
nU

1 6d d:

llni
sa b+

llnv
Fig. 15. The control block diagram of Case 2 

Fig. 16. Output impedance of an inverter before and after 
introducing virtual negative resistive impedance  
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the conclusion, (16) and (17), obtained from the stability 
analysis. 
  Fig. 21 shows the power distribution situation with the 
control method in Fig. 19, when there are resistances in the 
distribution lines and the inductances are different. Fig. 21(a) 
shows that the currents of the two inverters are equal. Fig. 21(b) 
shows the equal distribution of the active power and that of the 

reactive power. This means that, in addition to solving the 
stability issue, the problem of an unequal share of power 
brought by different impedances in the distribution lines can 
also be effectively solved by the modified droop control 
method with indirect voltage control. 

V.  DISCUSSION 
If the rated capacities of the inverters are different, such as 

x:1 for a two parallel inverter system, the ratio of the output 
powers also should be x:1. Under this condition, the P-f droop 
control strategy can be shown in Fig. 22. The situation of the 
Q-U droop control method is similar. However, the couple 
issue and the power sharing issue caused by the distribution 
line still exists. The analysis and discussion in this paper is 
under the condition that the inverters have the same capacity 
for better understanding. The proposed strategies are also 
suitable when the capacities of the inverters are different. 

To solve the problem of power distribution among parallel 
inverters caused by distribution lines, control strategies are 
proposed aiming at control coupling and power sharing 

(a) 

(b) 
Fig. 18.  Power sharing character under the droop control when 
distribution lines are different (a) A-phase current of the two 
inverters  (b) Active power and reactive power of the two 
inverters. 

The conventional droop
control method

The modified droop control
with indirect voltage control

Sine
Wave

Generator

+
-

PI regulator SPWM

Fig. 19. The control block diagram of Case 3. 

Fig. 20. The simulation result of transient process and stability of 
indirect voltage control. 

(a) 

 (b) 
Fig. 21. Power sharing character under the modified droop control 
when distribution lines are different (a) A-phase current of the two 
inverters (b) Active power and reactive power of the two inverters. 
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unequally. In these proposed control strategies, the impedance 
of the distribution lines should be required first. Some mature 
techniques have been proposed to meter the impedance of 
distribution lines [21]–[24]. This makes these proposed control 
strategies feasible. Moreover, because a slight control coupling 
barely affects the stability of a parallel system, and a slight 
unequal power sharing is also affected by the parallel inverters 
themselves, the requirement of the precision of the distribution 
line’s impedance is not rigorous in the proposed control 
strategies. This means that the impedance of the distribution 
line does not have to be real-time metered. Therefore, after 
metering the resistance and inductance of the distribution line, 
these values can be put into the controller of the inverter as 
constant parameters before the inverter works in the grid. Like 
the traditional droop control strategy, no extra coordinate 
control unit or inter connection among the inverters is used 
while the system is running. 

In addition, for the control coupling situation, the 
modification is in the voltage loop after obtaining the inverter 
output voltage reference. For the unequal power sharing 
situation, the modification is before the voltage reference is 
formed. This means that when these two situations exist, the 
proposed strategies can be effective at the same time. 
 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 
 

The influences of distribution lines on parallel inverters with 
the droop control method have been analyzed. It can be 
observed that the control coupling caused by the resistance in 
distribution lines reduces system stability. It can also be seen 
that unequally distributed reactive power is caused by the 
differences in the inductances of distribution lines. A control 
method, which produces a virtual negative resistive output 
impedance, is proposed to counteract the resistance in the 
distribution lines and a modified droop control method with 
indirect voltage control is proposed to make the power 
distribution equal. These control strategies have been validated 
by simulation and experimental results. 

APPENDIX I 
 

Control equation (13) can be rewritten as (18). 

( ) ( )2*2 * * 22 2 2 sinn n n n n n n n n LnU f L I U f L I Up p j+ - = (18) 

In the main circuit, shown in Fig.1, can be obtained on the 
basis of the KVL and KCL: 

( ) ( )22 22 2 2 sinn n n n n n n n n LU f L I U f L I Up p j+ - =
  

(19) 

                  L n LoadU NI Z=           (20) 

Where ( )22 2Load Load L LoadZ R f Lp= + . Equation (20) is 

based on an assumption that the current is equally shared by 
parallel inverters. 

The inverter output voltage loop is assumed to be equal to 
the first-order inertial link, which is: 

               *1
1n nU U

Ts
=
+

               (21) 

Where T is the time constant of the voltage loop. 
By substituting (19) (20) and (21) into (18) to eliminate , ∗  and , it is obtained that ： 

( )( )
*2 2 2 2

2 2 2 2

cos

1 cos sin 1 cos

Ln L n

L n n n

U U C

U C C Ts C

j

j j j

- =

- + + -
  (22) 

  Where: 2 n n

Load

f LC
NZ

p=  

In the steady state, s=0, which can be derived by: 

            
*

0 0Ln LU U=                 (23) 
A small signal analysis is made of (22). Suppose that 

* * *
0 �Ln Ln LnU U u= +  and 0 �L L LU U u= + . Substitute this into (22) 

with consideration of (23) and eliminate the high order 
small-signal term. Then it can be derived as: 

( )* 2 2 2 2

� 1

� 1 sin 1 cos cos 1
L

Ln n n n

u

u C C C Tsj j j
=

+ - - +
 (24) 
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